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Abstract

THE AQUARIUM PHENOMENON:

THE CHANGING ROLE OF MARINE AQUARIA
IN THE URBAN WATERFRONT ENVIRONMENT

Anita C. Japp
University of Rhode Island

The primary role of marine aquaria in urban waterfront environments has
evolved from being a catalyst in the revitalization process to being a marine
resource. In developing a plan for waterfront revitalization, many municipalities
sought to include a large marine aquarium. City planning departments were primarily
interested in the ability of such facilities to draw both local citizens and visitors to the
waterfront area. As a consequence, it was believed that the public would become
more aware of and patronize adjacent businesses.

Today's aquaria are being built with greater emphasis on their educational
value instead of an expectation of economic salvation of waterfront areas. Indeed,
many facilities are being built or planned in landlocked locations. Most modern
aquaria offer a wide range of research and marine educational programs. Additional
benefits provided by these facilities include theirnew emphasis on local ecosystems,
including coastal and upland areas; the knowledge gained through their research
efforts; and the new hope for endangered species achieved through their breeding
and conservation efforts.

Introduction

Urban waterfront areas have undergone a continuous pattern of changing
uses and recycled space. The first episode of recycling appeared in the wake of the
"container revolution" for cargo transported by ships. Large tracts of waterfront
property were redeveloped for non-water-related uses, such as raised highways,
airports and parking areas. This trend continued until public outcry in the 1970s
resulted in efforts to clean up the waterfront areas, making them safe and accessible
to the public for recreational uses. These efforts, known as the waterfront
revitalization movement, were characterized by renewed interest in productive and
attractive uses for the urban waterfront.

Today's waterfronts are still participating in this revitalization movement.
Greater attention is being paid to water-dependent and water-enhanced uses, with
priority being given to the former due to the limited space available in the now
extremely popular urban waterfront areas. The concept of mixed-use areas (con
taining light industry, residential, retail and recreational areas within a relatively small
space), has become the waterfront planning method of choice. Beneficial tax
climates and the plethora of historic structures available for adaptation to new uses
have led to a trend of retaining the historic flavor of the waterfront districts while
returning them to a productive status within the city.

Out of these fertile circumstances, the aquarium phenomenon emerged.
Many cities became interested in the potential benefits associated with the addition
of a public aquarium. It was widely believed that the inclusion of aquaria as anchor
facilities in revitalization plans would increase tourism, obtain recreational and
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educational opportunities for nearby communities, and encourage local business to
re-invest in the city's waterfront area. Aquaria were expected to draw both residents
and tourists to the waterfront area, providing potential customers to adjacent
businesses. The value of the facility would be as a catalyst—they were not expected
to produce money but were meant to draw people to an area where they would be
provided the opportunity to spend money. The success of this plan depended upon
each aquarium's sustaining a high level of public interest. In response to this
challenge, aquaria moved beyond simple entertainment goals, evolving into a public
service role far beyond that envisioned by city planning departments.

Historical Perspective

The use of an aquarium in waterfront revitalization became quite popular
following a series of remarkable success stories. The New England Aquarium, which
opened in 1969 on the Boston waterfront, was the first. Taking advantage of new
technology and knowledge about marine species, this facility was a novelty and drew
record crowds. The success of the New England Aquarium was remarkable enough
to draw interest by itself, but the subsequent development of the Quincy Marketplace
near Faneuil Hall resulted in a partnership that was even more interesting to city
planning departments. The aquarium provided a destination for tourists and residents
who then, by virtue of being nearby, spent more time (and money) in the adjacent
shops and restaurants.

The success of this combination on the Boston waterfront influenced the

decision to build the National Aquarium at Baltimore. This aquarium is a sister facility
to the New England Aquarium and echoes many of its features, most notably the
large central tank and temporary exhibit space. The Baltimore Aquarium is also
paired with an adjacent commercial area. When Baltimore's Inner Harbor Project
also became an economic and social success, the aquarium boom was almost
inevitable. City planners could, and did, justify the inclusion of an aquarium in their
waterfront development plans by virtue of their potential value in creating tourist
appeal, especially when combined with a marketplace. By the mid-1980s aquaria
were expected to help rejuvenate the urban waterfronts. They were essential
elements in many revitalization plans.

The classic example of how aquaria were viewed and designed during this
period is seen in the Monterey Bay Aquarium. The waterfront revitalization effort in
Monterey, along Cannery Row, involved the adaptation of existing abandoned
buildings to the familiar aquarium/marketplace plan. The Monterey Bay Aquarium
was built on the former site of Cannery Row's largest cannery. The building was
designed to preserve the historic flavor of Cannery Row, and the exterior is a faithful
reproduction of the Hovden Cannery that inspired it. Inside the aquarium, visitors
can see old boilers and a pumphouse, which were restored for display. Other
canneries along Cannery Row have been adapted by local business for retail use,
taking advantage of the popularity of the aquarium. The area appears almost exactly
as it did to John Steinbeck when it inspired his book Cannery Row. Today however,
the air smells of the sea rather than of sardines, and the streets and shops are
crowded with people coming to enjoy the view and visit the aquarium.

By 1986, the aquarium phenomenon was in full swing. Kashdan (1986)
reports that as many as 30 cities were in various stages of planning aquarium
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installations. By 1990, however, the economic role of aquaria had been more
thoroughly analyzed. City planners began to understand that circumstances and
location were also vital elements in developing a successful revitalization project.
While there were no examples of spectacular failures, it became clearthat not every
city could support the construction and maintenance of an expensive aquarium. In
addition, there was no guarantee that an aquarium could save every waterfront. In
order for an aquarium to succeed, it had to focus on educational and entertainment
goals, and it needed to be special. In efforts to be unique and to appeal to local
communities, many newer aquariums have been designed around local species and
ecosystems. While many of the earliest facilities took advantage of the public's love
of marine mammals, later facilities have found that this approach was not really
necessary. Exhibits of upland and coastal areas, such as wetlands, swamps, bogs,
rivers, estuaries and even lakes, have been created inside aquaria located near
these types of ecosystems. Monterey Bay Aquarium began this trend by presenting
visitors with recreations of plant and animal communities of Monterey Bay. The
Aquarium of the Americas in New Orleans features the Mississippi River Delta,
emphasizing the losses of the Louisiana marshlands. The opening of facilities at
Chattanooga and Charleston continued the message. The Tennessee Aquarium will
depict the course of the Tennessee River from its Appalachian beginnings through
rivers and lakes until it empties at the Mississippi Delta into the Gulf of Mexico. The
South Carolina Aquarium will contain exhibits devoted to river, swamp and
marsh-estuary systems. Ironically, the trend toward emphasizing local ecosystems
has highlighted the interdependencies of all marine ecosystems. Public aquaria are
passing this information on to their visitors.

Many facilities are also getting involved in projects involving local wild
animal populations. The New England Aquarium implemented a stranded animal
rescue program for marine mammals that responds to the frequent whale standings
on Cape Cod. This program has grown into a network that involves all the facilities
on the East Coast and has provided most of the physiological data used in de
veloping medical treatment for captive cetaceans. Similarly, research projects that
increase the success rate of maintaining specific animals in captivity provide
information for wild population management programs. Breeding programs, originally
intended to decrease the needto capture additional animals, maylead to re-stocking
projects releasing endangered animals back into the wild.

Perhaps the expanded role of modern aquaria can explain the interest that
so many communities have in building one of theirown. Kagan (1990) estimates that
30 to 70 cities are planning to construct aquaria. Indeed, the trend seems to have
grown into a global phenomenon, with large aquaria located inor planned for Japan,
Taiwan, France, Monaco, Mexico, China, Canada, Bermuda, New Zealand, Australia
and Scotland. This is not by any means an exhaustive list, it is merely meant to
illustrate how widespread the phenomenon has become. Table 1 contains a list of
the opening dates of aquariums in the United States. The table is followed by a map
that shows the location of each facility. Note that the earliest facilities are all located
near the coast, while later facilities are located further inland.
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Inside a Modem Aquarium

What is it that makes these new aquaria so irresistible to the public?
Modern aquaria have abandoned the old idea of displaying one or two species in
small tanks. Simplistic displays lined up like paintings in an art gallery have become
obsolete. Advances in acrylic technology allow construction of large tanks, while
innovative habitat fabrication methods and increased experience with marine species
make it possible to develop realistic recreations of natural settings. The impression a
visitor receives on the initial visit is carefully designed and created with the
educational as well as recreational value in mind. Every detail, from tank size or
style to interpretive and interactive elements, are geared to present the visitor with
information. Even the gift stores have an educational orientation. Other innovations
include the use of temporary exhibits that are changed periodically, the use of
interactive elements within displays, and an active interest in providing research and
educational opportunities to as many people as possible. Modern aquaria, well
aware that the public possesses high levels of general knowledge (due to television
or magazine exposure), aim to provide access to unusual species and more obscure
facts.

The New England Aquarium was the first example of this new "modern
aquarium" genre. The Great Tank at the New England Aquarium contains a
spectacular coral reef display complete with sharks, sea turtles, moray eels, several
different species of fish, and, at feeding time, even a scuba diver or two. The 24-
foot-high exhibit is viewed from a spiral walkway surrounding the tank, allowing
visitors to see the reef at different depths and from different angles. At the Aquarium
of the Americas visitors walk through an acrylic tunnel surrounded by a Caribbean
coral reef. The Monterey Bay Aquarium presents a live kelp forest and attending
animals seen through acrylic panels big enough to do justice to a 28-foot-high, 66-
foot-wide tank, the tallest in the country. The Vancouver Aquarium offers spectacular
underwater views of killer and beluga whales in naturalistic habitats. Most new
aquaria boast at least one large tank, and some facilities use this exhibit as a
signature display, providing a focal point for their theme.

The sizes of these exhibits are impressive, but their real value lies in their
realism. Larger tanks allow these facilities to maintain mixed animal and plant spe
cies in a single tank. Aquaria are now able to give visitors and scientists a view of
marine communities that is surpassed only by putting on scuba gear and getting
wet. The message is even more powerful when the exhibit depicts a local marine
system. Interpretation of native habitats encourages both the tourist and the resident
to develop an even greater appreciation of their surroundings. Local teachers and
school children may benefit from these exhibits by participating in field trips to the
aquarium, where these displays are enhanced by aquarium-provided educational
packets and curriculum guides.
An aquarium's interpretive efforts are as important as the exhibits to successful
education of visitors. Interpretive elements must be appealing, memorable and
readily available in order to be effective. Tilden (1957) provides a comprehensive
discussion of traditional techniques. Classic examples are signs placed on or near
exhibits giving information about the animals or plants on display, and providing
volunteers to answer questions. Advances in technology allow modern facilities to
add elements such as videos showing rarer behaviors, or other species with an
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important relationship to the displayed animals. Some videos even show the
environment from the perspective of the animal being displayed. These are all
valuable in obtaining greater understanding of the animal on exhibit and would be
difficult or impossible to convey in any other way. External elements, such as
lighting, sound tracks and even the introduction of appropriate smells, are used to
help the visitor better understand the animal and its environment. A major difference
seen in the approach to interpretation taken by modern aquaria is their willingness to
be more aggressive in their attempts to influence attitudes and behavior, steering
visitors towards a conservationist point of view. Interpretation has evolved beyond
the mere presentation of facts. Boyle (1989) states that aquaria have an obligation
to use interpretive elements that challenge the visitor to take an active role in
protecting the environment, and then provide information on how to do so.

The use of interactive displays is also becoming quite popular. Jenkins
(1985) provides an excellent review of interactive displays in use at zoosand aquari
ums. Graphics inviting visitors to compare themselves to the animals, exhibit
features that can be directly manipulated by visitors (who then observe the results
directly), and three-dimensional depictions of footprints or outlines of animals used to
make souvenir rubbings are a few examples. More high-tech examples are
computer-based systems that ask and answer questions, and the very successful
Live Link exhibit at the Monterey Bay Aquarium. Live Link is a real-time live video
from a remotely operated deep-sea camera that is transmitted directly into the
aquarium's auditorium. The live video is complemented by a video encyclopedia on
a laser disk controlled from the lecturn. The aquarium provides a guide who can
switch between live and video segments or still pictures from the disk. The guide is
also given textual data on a computer screen to assist him or her in Interpreting the
pictures stored on the disk.

One of the most important educational features of an aquarium is its gift
store. Here the aquarium has the opportunity to offer take-home messages. Books
and publications offer more in-depth information than is possible to convey through
the interpretive activities of the aquarium; stuffed animals can be used to prolong
feelings ofcloseness toanimals enjoyed bychildren during their visit; and posters or
T-shirts may provide lasting impressions that appeal to teenagers.

For anyone fortunate enough to live near an aquarium, multiple
opportunities for marine education become available. Many aquaria offer educational
programs to the general public. These may include formal programs, requiring a fee
or advance registration; informal, walk-in programs; off-site programs; or special
one-time events in celebration of environmental or conservational events such as
Earth Day or Arbor Day. Some aquaria offer teacher training or curriculum guides for
marine-related topics. They may offer college-level classes for credit in cooperation
with nearby academic institutions. Internship and research opportunities may also be
available. Age-appropriate workshops, field trips, conservation programs andlectures
on marine topics have all been offered. A few facilities have taken to the road with
mobile animal shows, bringing their message to people unable tovisit the aquarium.
These aquaria seem determined to bring new information to as many people as
possible by whatever means they can.

The specific programs offered will vary according to the priority given to
these programs by each institution. The author is involved in a study designed to
measure the level of effort seen within each facility to undertake research projects
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and provide educational programs. This research should provide information on the
specific educational programs offered by these facilities as well.

Discussion and Conclusions

Aquaria continue to appeal to city planners because they offer recreational
and educational opportunities to residents and have strong tourism potential. The
primary value these facilitiesserve in economic terms is their ability to draw visitors
to an area. In order to take advantage of the catalytic nature of these facilities, they
must be located close to a marketplace or commercially oriented district with easy
access to related food and hotel services. A large aquarium, with strong drawing
power, can be a significant addition to a waterfront revitalization plan, but in order for
such a plan to succeed, the aquarium must continue to draw crowds over long
periods of time. Getting the surrounding community actively interested in the
continued success of the facility is also vitally important.

Considering the limitations inherent in the economic role played by an
aquarium, and the expense of building and maintainingthis type of facility, the ongo
ing interest shown by cities must be based on additional benefits associated with a
public aquarium. If one accepts the idea of an aquarium as a coastal resource, its
popularity becomes more understandable. An aquarium can present scientifically
accurate recreations of natural ecosystems and interpret these exhibits in a manner
that gets the observer personally involved. These facilities provide opportunities for
marine education, vocational training and scientific research. They can interpret local
ecosystems and encourage responsible use of marine resources. They are equipped
to take an active role in the welfare of wild populations, including rehabilitation,
conservation and breeding programs. In effect, an aquarium serves a public interest
role that is not easily provided through any other means. Best of all, they encourage
everyone to get involved.
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Figure 1. Locations of major U.S. aquaria. Please refer toTable 1 for locations and opening
dates.
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Table 1. Major U.S. aquarium locations and opening dates. Numbers refer to the
map in Figure 1.

Facility
1 Aquarium of Niagara Falls
2 Aquarium of the Americas
3 Belle Isle Zoo and Aquarium
4 Dallas Aquarium
5 Florida Aquarium Inc.
6 Gulf of Maine Aquarium
7 Qulfarium

8 John Q. Shedd Aquarium
9 Key West Aquarium

10 Living Seas (Walt Disney)
11 Marine Life Oceanarium

12 Marineland of Florida

13 Miami Seaquarium
14 Monterey Bay Aquarium
15 Mount Desert Oceanarium

16 Mystic Marinelife Aquarium
17 National Aquarium in Baltimore
18 National Aquarium
19 National Marine Fisheries Service Aquarium
20 New England Aquarium
21 New Jersey State Aquarium
22 New York Aquarium
23 North Carolina Aquarium, Fort Fisher
24 North Carolina Aquarium. Pine Knoll Shores
25 North Carolina Aquarium, Roanoke Island
26 Sea-Arama Marine World

27 Sea World of California

28 Sea World of Florida

29 Sea World of Ohio

30 Sea World of Texas

31 Seattle Aquarium
32 South Carolina Aquarium
33 Steinhart Aquarium
34 Tennessee Aquarium
35 Texas State Aquarium
36 Theater of the Sea

37 Vancouver Public Aquarium
38 Waikiki Aquarium
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Location Date

Niagara Falls. N.Y.1965
New Orleans 1990

Royal Oak, Mich.1904
Dallas1936

Tampa, Fla.1993
Portland, Me.1993
Fort Walton Beach, Fla.1955
Chicago1930
Key West, Fla.1934
Lake Buena Vista. Fla.1984

Qulfport, Miss.1956
Marineland, Fla.1938

Miami, Fla.1955
Monterey, Calif.1984
Southwest Harbor, Maine1972

Mystic, Conn.1973
Baltimore1981

Washington, D.C.1873
Woods Hole, Mass.1871

Bo8ton1969

Phitadelphia1992
Brooklyn, N.Y.1957
Kure Beach. N.C.1976
Atlantic Beach, N.C.1976
Manteo, N.C.1976
Galveston, Texas1965
San Diego, Calif.1964
Orlando, Fla.1973
Aurora, Ohio1970

San Antonio1988

Seattle1977

Charieston1992

San Francisco1923

Chattanooga, Tenn.1992
Corpus Christi, Texas1990
Islamorada, Fla.1946
Vancouver, B.C., Canada1956

Honolulu1904


